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ABSTRACT
We propose a pump-dump control scheme using sub-10 fs pulses to enhance the photochemical formation of the three-membered C–S–O
ring oxathiirane from the parent H2CSO sulfine molecule. The ultrashort nature of the pulses is essential to promptly alter the photoinduced
dynamics, e.g., while a bond is elongating, which is key to selectively form the oxathiirane by radiative dumping. We carried out an in silico
pump-dump experiment with excited-state dynamics simulations that include the interaction with electric field of the pump and dump pulses.
By applying the dump pulse when the CS bond is elongating, the population transferred to the ground state will form the oxathiirane with a
branching ratio of 4, much higher than the one solely due to nonradiative relaxation (0.66). The overall oxathiirane yield can be increased by
up to 17% when the 6 fs IR dump pulse is applied at a delay time of 47 fs.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5089124

INTRODUCTION

In photochemistry, the nonradiative relaxation of photoexcited
molecules mostly occurs through the succession of one or several
conical intersections1–4 (CIs). They correspond to regions of the
potential energy surface (PES) where two electronic states intersect,
i.e., become degenerate, and provide highly efficient nonradiative
decay pathways. Following photoexcitation, a nuclear wavepacket
evolving on the PES of an excited electronic state may reach regions
of the nuclear configuration space that would be inaccessible on
the ground state due to high-energy barriers. If there is a con-
ical intersection in these regions connecting the excited and the
ground state, the nuclear wavepacket can relax nonradiatively and
form photoproducts that, in some cases, differ from the ones pro-
duced by thermal processes. Hence, the number of photoprod-
ucts formed, and their respective yield, is governed by the CIs of
the molecule accessed during the excited-state dynamics. Pump-
dump schemes5,6 bypass the need of CIs to induce relaxation to
the ground state by using stimulated emission. As the coupling
with an external electric field relies on the electronic transition

dipole moment, pump-dump strategies offer the possibility to trans-
fer the nuclear wavepacket back to the ground-state at any time
during the excited-state dynamics—and not just around a CI. In
this Communication, we propose a light-induced dumping mech-
anism to enhance the formation of a targeted photoproduct using
a few-femtosecond pulse that is short enough to interact with the
molecule during half a vibrational period. Using the H2CSO sulfine
molecule as an example, we show with excited-state dynamics sim-
ulations, including explicitly the interaction with the laser pulses,
that a dumping induced when the CS bond is elongating leads to
the selective formation of one of the photoproducts on the ground
state.

Pump-dump experiments have traditionally been carried out
on molecules with femtosecond pulses having a duration longer
than 50 fs.7–11 With the recent development of attosecond sci-
ence,12–14 sub-10 fs have been used to monitor ultrafast nuclear
rearrangements,15–17 sometimes using a delayed pulse that dumps
the wavepacket to another electronic state where dissociation can
occur—a strategy employed to probe the excited-state dynamics.
The ultrashort nature of these pulses is highly desirable for the
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pump-dump experiments proposed here for two reasons. First, the
enhancement of a targeted photoproduct yield relies on the fact that
the nuclear wavepacket is highly localized in space. This requires
to (i) photoexcite the molecule with a short fs pulse so that the
wavepacket launched on the excited state is narrow, (ii) dump the
population with a short fs pulse that addresses the wavepacket when
it is localized in a specific region of the PES, while the wavepacket
is not too spread out on the PES. Second, the short pulse dura-
tion implies that the stringent resonance condition between the
energy gap and the pulse carrier frequency is somehow relaxed, as
short pulses typically have bandwidths of several tenths of eV [see
Fig. 1(f)].

We investigated the effect of the pump-dump control scheme
on the photochemistry of the H2CSO sulfine molecule18 [Fig. 1(a)],
as it has been recently reported that its photoproducts, formed on
the ground state, depend on how the nuclear wavepacket approaches
the first CI region and when the nonradiative decay takes place.19

Upon photoexcitation to the S1 state, the nuclear wavepacket relaxes
and reaches a strong nonadiabatic region after 50 fs, where it can
relax either towards the sulfine ground state minimum or the oxathi-
irane one [Fig. 1(a)]. The fate of the wavepacket on the ground
state S0 strongly depends on how it has approached the nonadia-
batic region. If the CS bond is elongating and CSO angle decreasing
when the wavepacket is transferred to S0, the oxathiirane molecule

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the sulfine photochemistry following photoexcitation to the S1 state by a 1.7 fs resonant UV pump pulse (z polarization ε1 = (0, 0, 1),
f 0,1 = 0.03 a.u., ω1 = 0.12 a.u., σ1 = 30 a.u. (FWHM = 1.7 fs), and CEP1 = 0). The molecule is planar in the x-y plane, while the z axis is pointing out of the page. Once
relaxed to S0, 39% of the photoexcited population forms the oxathiirane product (thin orange arrow), while 61% comes back to the sulfine ground state (tick orange arrow).
(b) Schematic representation of the pump-dump experiment. The pump pulse is the same as in panel (a), while the dump pulse parameters are as follows: x polarization
ε2 = (1, 0, 0), f 0,2 = 0.03 a.u., ω2 = 0.03 a.u., σ2 = 100 a.u. (FWHM = 5.8 fs), and CEP2 = π/2. Depending on when the dump pulse is applied, more oxathiirane or sulfine
can be selectively formed on S0 (represented by the thickness of the arrows). (c) Mean CSO angle during the excited-state dynamics. The blue and red dots represent the
nonadiabatic transfer of population from S1 to S0 leading to the formation on S0 of the oxathiirane (blue dots) and the sulfine (red dots) molecule, respectively. As long as
the CSO angle decreases, a transfer of population to S0 leads to the formation of oxathiirane. As soon as the CSO angle starts to increase, a transfer of population to S0 will
regenerate the sulfine. (d) The same as in panel (c), but for the CS bond stretching. (e) The mean S0-S1 energy gap is shown (blue line) during the excited-state dynamics
triggered by the pump pulse of panel (a), along with the energy gap of the 90 simulations carried out. Black lines correspond to initial conditions for which the dump pulse
with a delay time of 47 fs induces a dumping of at least 10% of the photoexcited population. For red lines, the S1 → S0 dumping is lower than 10%. (f) Fourier transform of
the dump pulse. The blue area indicates the energy region that is within the bandwidth of the dump pulse. (g) The same as in panel (e), but for the x component of the S1-S0
transition dipole moment. The y and z components of the S1-S0 transition dipole moment are at least twice smaller than the x component.
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will be formed on S0. On the other hand, the nonradiative decay
will lead to the reformation of the original sulfine molecule if the
wavepacket approaches the CI with a simultaneous contraction
of the CS bond and an increase in the CSO angle19 [Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d)]. This observation indicates that there is a strong correla-
tion between the dynamics of the nuclear wavepacket when it enters
the region of strong nonadiabatic coupling (NAC) and the prod-
ucts formed on the ground state. More importantly, the nonradia-
tive transitions responsible for the formation of oxathiirane happens
sooner (between 45 and 60 fs) than the ones leading to the regener-
ation of sulfine (60–75 fs). Such a temporal difference between the
two processes constitutes an ideal case to apply the pump-dump
control scheme mentioned above. As it takes 40 fs for the pho-
toexcited molecule to perform a full oscillation of the CS bond, it
is crucial to apply short few-fs pulses to selectively interact with
nuclear wavepacket. By utilizing the dump pulse after around 45 fs
following photoexcitation—when the CS bond is elongating and
CSO angle decreasing—the oxathiirane molecule should be formed
on the ground electronic state [see schematic representations in
Fig. 1(b)].

THEORY

A vast majority of previous pump-dump simulations carried
out on polyatomic molecules did not include explicitly all the nuclear
degrees of freedom during the excited-state dynamics, including the
effect of the pulse.20,21 In this work, we modeled a whole pump-
dump experiment, from the photoexcitation by the pump pulse to
the nonradiative relaxation to S0, including the dumping induced
by the delayed pulse. For this purpose, we used the eXternal Field
Ab Initio Multiple Spawning (XFAIMS) method22,23 that is based
on the trajectory-guided method AIMS.24–26 Since the pump and
dump pulses contain only a few cycles, it is important to include
their effect in the simulations because (i) the amplitude trans-
ferred from one electronic state to another strongly depends on the
pulse waveform and the form of the initial nuclear wavepacket and
(ii) slightly off-resonant transitions can occur.27 In XFAIMS, the
nuclear wavepackets on each electronic state are represented by a
set of coupled trajectory basis functions (TBFs) that are propagated
classically using electronic-structure information computed on-the-
fly, here using MOLPRO.28,29 The number of TBFs is changing in
time, as new TBFs can be spawned whenever strong nonadiabatic
(CI) or dipolar (pulse) couplings are encountered. The dynamics
of the amplitude carried by each TBF is obtained by integrating
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation, in which the molecular
Hamiltonian contains the NACs as well as the dipolar couplings with
the electric field of the pulses. In the simulations, we used a com-
bination of two Gaussian-shaped pulses leading to the pump and
the dump pulses. The pulses are defined from the time-derivative of
the vector potential and the sine term at the end of Eq. (1) ensures
that the integral of E(t) is 0 at the end of the pulse, as required by
Maxwell’s equations30

E(t) =
2
∑
i=1

εif0,i exp[
−(t − t0,i)

2

2σ2
i

]( cos(ωi(t − t0,i) + CEPi)

−
sin(ωi(t − t0,i) + CEPi)(t − t0,i)

ωiσ2
i

), (1)

where the index i runs over the sequence of pulses, εi is the polar-
ization vector, f 0,i is the field strength, ωi is the carrier frequency,
σi is the pulse duration (FWHM = 2.3σi), and CEPi is the carrier
envelope phase (see Fig. 1 for details). The waveform of few-cycle
pulses, which depends on the CEP, strongly affects the photoexci-
tation/dumping efficiency.27 Therefore, the waveform of the pump
and dump pulses is the same for all the pump-dump delays in
Eq. (1).

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The dynamical simulations are carried out from the ground
electronic state for a set of 90 initial conditions sampled from a
classical Boltzmann distribution. The reactant (H2CSO sulfine) is
a planar molecule oriented according to its moment of inertia, i.e.,
with the x and y axes in the molecular plane and the z axis perpen-
dicular to it. The dynamical simulations are carried out for oriented
molecules and the electronic structure is computed at each time
step at the SA2-CASSCF(4/3)/6-31G(d) level. The spawning proce-
dure for field-induced coupling in XFAIMS induces the spawn of
one child TBFs per parent TBFs already present in the simulation
when the pulse is applied.22 Since the pulses are short, a good over-
lap between the parent and the child TBFs is achieved during the
pulse duration. Once the pulse is over, the TBFs evolving on S0 with-
out being coupled to other TBFs are removed from the simulations
after 5 fs. This limits the number of TBFs in the simulations, but it
also implies that once the pump pulse is over the TBFs on S0 will
be discarded from the simulations before the dump pulse is applied,
which is an approximation. However, 4 IR photons from the dump
pulse would be required to photoexcite the molecule from S0 to S1
in the Franck-Condon region, which is unlikely to occur in com-
parison to the dumping process that is a one-photon process. The
dump pulse could also potentially photoexcite the S1 wavepacket
to a higher excited state (such as S2), but the average S1-S2 energy
gap is at least twice as large as the S1-S0 energy gap when the dump
pulse is applied, meaning that the dumping process should largely
dominate.

The dump pulses are applied for time delays where the system
will also suffer strong NACs. However, the spawning mechanism
differs for the two different processes. For nonradiative relaxation,
the kinetic energy of the newly spawned child TBFs is rescaled to
ensure total energy conservation.25 Since nonadiabatic transitions
usually occur over a range of energy gaps between the two cou-
pled states,4 the momenta of the parent and child TBFs differ and
their overlap at the spawning point may not be exactly equal to 1.0.
For field-induced spawning, the momentum of the child and parent
TBFs are not modified and kept the same,22 and there the overlap
is therefore equal to 1.0 at the spawning point. Therefore, we dif-
ferentiate the child TBFs spawned due to the NAC and due to the
electric field. The child TBFs spawned due to the nonadiabatic cou-
pling are coupled to the parent TBFs solely by the NAC and the child
TBFs spawned due to the electric field are coupled to the parent TBFs
solely by the dipolar coupling. These child TBFs can, however, in
turn spawn new TBFs due to NAC or dipolar coupling.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The first stage of the in silico pump-dump experiment is the
photoexcitation of the sulfine molecule from its ground electronic
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state by a short and resonant UV pump pulse [see Fig. 1(a)]
that promptly promotes about 10% of population to the S1 state
[Fig. 2(a)]. Then, the nuclear wavepacket formed on S1 starts evolv-
ing on the excited PES and, if there is no dump pulse, will relax
nonradiatively to the ground state at later times. The excited-state
dynamics simulations indicate that the wavepacket first reaches a
region of strong nonadiabatic coupling after around 60 fs of dynam-
ics, where a large transfer of population to S0 occurs, and then suffers
a slower population decay [Fig. 2(a)]. Following the nonradiative
relaxation, most of the wavepacket goes back to the sulfine ground
state (61%), while the other part (39%) forms the oxathiirane pho-
toproduct. The current simulations carried out at the CASSCF level
agree with earlier MS-CASPT2 simulations.19 It should be pointed
out that the nonradiative relaxation leads to rich ground state chem-
istry, not described here, in which other products are formed such as
dissociated molecules. As the yield of these dissociated molecules is
directly proportional to the yield of oxathiirane formed,19 measur-
ing the amount of dissociated molecules as a function of the pump-
dump delay could be used experimentally to test the efficiency of this
control scheme.

We aim at enhancing the oxathiirane yield by applying a
delayed pulse that would transferred back population from S1 to
S0 around 47 fs, when the CS bond is stretching and CSO angle is
decreasing, that is, when a transfer of population to the ground state
should lead to the formation of oxathiirane [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)].
The efficiency of the dumping relies on the matching condition
between the S0-S1 energy gap with the pulse carrier frequency
[1500 nm, see Fig. 1(f)] and on the magnitude of the transition dipole
moment, whose x-component reaches a maximum 47 fs after the

FIG. 2. (a) S1 population for excited-state dynamics simulations including
the pump pulse solely (red curve), or a combination of pump and dump
pulses with a delay of 47 fs (blue curve). (b) Population transferred from
S1 to S0 by the dump pulse as a function of the pump-dump delay. The
population transferred is evaluated 5 fs after the dump pulse is applied:
[S1

Pump only
pop (τ + 5) − S1

Pump dump τ
pop (τ + 5)]/S1

Pump only
pop (τ + 5), where τ is the

delay time.

photoexcitation process [Fig. 1(g)]. For a pump-dump delay of 47 fs,
the dump pulse induces a significant S1 → S0 transfer of ampli-
tude for 24% of the initial conditions, leading to a total transfer of
9.2% of the photoexcited S1 population to S0 [see Fig. 2(a)]. The
TBFs that are significantly affected by the dump pulse are those
with the largest transition dipole moments [Fig. 1(g)] and an energy
gap matching the laser bandwidth [Fig. 1(f)]. The overall population
transferred to S0 by the dump pulse varies with the pump-dump
delay: it peaks for delay times around 47 fs and is close to zero for
delay times shorter than 40 fs or longer than 55 fs [Fig. 2(b)]. The
latter observation is due to the fact that, for these delay times, the
transition dipole moments are close to zero and the energy gaps are
off-resonant with the laser carrier frequency [Figs. 1(e) and 1(f)].
The S1 population trace 100 fs after the dump pulse is the same with
or without the dump pulse [Fig. 2(a)], indicating that the dump pulse
induced a transfer of population that should have anyway relaxed to
S0, but nonradiatively without the second pulse. Since the products
formed by the dumping mechanism differ from the ones induced by
the nonradiative relaxation, the asymptotic yield should differ with
the dump pulse.

Once the wavepacket has relaxed to the S0, the oxathiirane
molecule is formed with a yield depending on the pump-dump
delay. For a delay time of 47 fs, the oxathiirane population is
increased by 36% once the wavepacket has gone through the conical
intersection for the first time, 120 fs after the photoexcitation by the
pump [Fig. 3(a)]. This demonstrates the efficiency of the dump pulse
to significantly enhance the oxathiirane yield. At later times, once
the S1 nuclear wavepacket has almost completely relaxed to S0 (after
240 fs), the increase in oxathiirane population stabilizes at around
17% [Fig. 3(a)]. The increase in oxathiirane with the pump-dump
delay [Fig. 3(b)] follows overall the S1 → S0 population transfer
[Fig. 2(b)]. However, it should be pointed out that the conversion
efficiency, i.e., the dumped population that leads to the oxathiirane
formation, depends on the momentum of the wavepacket when
reaching the ground state. If the radiative relaxation occurs when
the CSO angle decreases and the CS bond elongates [Figs. 1(c) and
1(d)], the oxathiirane will be formed on S0. Furthermore, the dump-
ing must occur when the CSO angle is lower than 90○; otherwise,
the wavepacket is too close to the Franck-Condon region and the
sulfine is formed back on S0. For delays around 47 fs, the conversion
efficiency to form the oxathiirane is about 80%, twice larger than
when the molecule relaxes nonradiatively. Combined with the fact
that the population dumped by the delayed pulse does not relax non-
radiatively, it leads to a significant increase in the oxathiirane pop-
ulation, achieving the goal of the pump-dump protocol proposed
here.

In the simulations above, we consider an oriented molecule and
used an ultrashort few-cycle pump pulse and dump pulse that is tai-
lored to induce a large dumping effect. Producing few-cycle IR31–33

and UV34 pulses is now experimentally possible, but we note that
longer pulses could also be used for the present application as long
as they can address the wavepacket evolving on S1 when the CS bond
is elongating, i.e., within a time-window of 15 fs. Molecular orienta-
tion35–37 can be achieved, for instance, by combining one and two-
color non-resonant femtosecond laser pulses,37 but it still remains
challenging. The control scheme proposed here does not rely on
a prior molecular orientation. For the sulfine, the y and z compo-
nents of the S0-S1 transition dipole moment are at least twice lower
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FIG. 3. (a) Fraction of the S1 population converted in oxathiirane on S0 for
dynamical simulations including the pump pulse solely (red curve) and includ-
ing a combination of pump and dump pulses with a delay time of 47 fs (blue
curve). (b) Increase in the oxathiirane population 120 fs after the photoexcitation
[(YPump dump τ

Oxa (120) − YPump
Oxa (120))/YPump

Oxa (120)] as a function of the pump-

dump delay. (c) Conversion efficiency computed as
YPump dump τ
Oxa (120)−YPump

Oxa (120)
S1

Pump only
pop (τ + 5)−S1

Pump dump τ
pop (τ + 5)

,

where τ is the pump-dump delay. Positive values correspond to an increase in
oxathiirane population, while negative values correspond to an increase in sulfine
population (and therefore decrease in oxathiirane population).

than the x component when the dump pulse is applied. Hence, if the
molecules are not oriented, there will be a decrease in the dump-
ing efficiency of about 2/3 and so a lower increase in the oxathiirane
population, but the overall effect of the pump-dump process will still
be significant.

CONCLUSIONS

In this Communication, we demonstrated the possibility to
enhance the yield of a given photoproduct using a delayed few
fs pulse. This pulse dumps the excited-state nuclear wavepacket
towards the ground state when it approaches specifically the region
of intersection, leading to the formation of the targeted product.
Even if only a small fraction of the S1 wavepacket is transferred back
to S0 by the dump pulse (10% here), it is sufficient to generate a sig-
nificant increase in the targeted product population for this example
employing a sulfine molecule. The dumping scheme proposed here,
therefore, offers an efficient way of enhancing the yield of a minor
photoproduct.
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